
CHUCK A LUCK 
 
 

Quick guide 
Chuck a Luck is a simple dice game with three dice. Players place 
their bets on a tableau and bet on the outcome of the dice thrown. 
These are placed in a cage, which is rotated by the croupier. 
 

The gameplay 
The game is opened by the croupier with the words: "Choose Your 
Number". Now each player makes his compulsory bet by placing any 
bet on a number between one and six (it is not allowed to bet on more 
than one number at the same time). 
If the players have placed the mandatory bet, the croupier opens the 
additional bets with the words: "Place Your Bets". Only if a player has 
placed a mandatory bet, he may place additional bets. 
Once all players have placed their bets, the croupier says: "Spin" and 
starts the rotation of the cage. 
The croupier then collects the losses, pays out the winnings and freezes 
individual bets if necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Compulsory bet 
Bets are placed on any number of a specific number (one to six) 
falling (Specific Number). 

set number falls Winning payment 
1 time 1:1 
2 times 2:1 
3 times 10:1 

 

Additional bets 
simple chances: 
The simple odds you see on the tableau always refer to the total 
number of points on all three dice. You can win, lose or the bet is 
frozen. 

multiple chances: 
Specific Double (Winning payment: 11:1) 

Bets are placed on a specific double (double of two). It is not allowed 
to bet on several doubles at the same time. 
A triple (three of a kind) does not count as a double! 

Any Triple (Winning payment: 30:1) 

You can bet on any triple (three of a kind). If no triple falls, you lose 
your bet. 

 
 

We rent Chuck a Luck and many other gaming tables with 
croupiers and everything! 

https://www.royal-events.com/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=brand_chuck_a_luck_en
https://www.royal-events.com/our-casino-tables/chuck-a-luck?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=chuck_a_luck_en
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